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As our nation progresses and the lines separating race, gender, ethnicity, and sexual orientation begin to blur, everyone adopts their own notion of diversity, what it means, or the lack thereof making it easy to embody a false sense of contentment and think that we have done all that we can regarding the topic. However, in reality there is so much more that needs to be done. In America, everywhere we turn, we see old diversity issues masquerading as new ones, previously ignored facets of diversity resurfacing, truly novel diversity problems emerging, and diversity issues finally finding solutions.

The Modern American hopes that by creating an environment through our publication where these issues can be addressed, we as a legal community and society can dissect the complexities of diversity issues and find workable solutions.

This is also why, as a publication, The Modern American proudly continues to bring you quality articles and other writings on topics related to diversity and the law. The Volume 8 Issue I is no different and features a broad spectrum of stimulating articles.

As always, subscribers may access The Modern American via LexisNexis, HeinOnline, and Westlaw databases. Subscribers may also access various resources on our Digital Commons website. The Digital Commons platform allows readers to access the current issue, archived issues, and also acts as a submission repository for authors. This digital expansion ushered in a new era for The Modern American, and the Volume 8 board hopes subscribers will continue to patronize these new digital platforms and enrich the community experience.

To our readers, we thank you for the opportunity to publish issues that stimulate the mind and further the overall discussion of diversity and the law.

We hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as we enjoyed making it!

Sincerely Yours,
The Executive Board
The Modern American